High-Pressure Ozone-Induced Dissociation for Lipid Structure Elucidation on Fast Chromatographic Timescales.
Ozone-induced dissociation (OzID) is a novel ion activation technology that exploits the gas-phase reaction between mass-selected ions and ozone inside a mass spectrometer to assign sites of unsaturation in complex lipids. Since it was first demonstrated [ Thomas et al. Anal. Chem. 2008 , 80 , 303 ], the method has been widely deployed for targeted lipid structure elucidation but its application to high throughput and liquid chromatography-based workflows has been limited due to the relatively slow nature of the requisite ion-molecule reactions that result in long ion-trapping times and consequently low instrument duty cycle. Here, the implementation of OzID in a high-pressure region, the ion-mobility spectrometry cell, of a contemporary quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometer is described. In this configuration, a high number density of ozone was achieved and thus abundant and diagnostic OzID product ions could be observed even on the timescale of transmission through the reaction region (ca. 20-200 ms), representing a 50-1000-fold improvement in performance over prior OzID implementations. Collisional activation applied prereaction was found to yield complementary and structurally informative product ions arising from ozone- and collision-induced dissociation. Ultimately, the compatibility of this implementation with contemporary ultrahigh performance liquid chromatography is demonstrated with the resulting hyphenated approach showing the ability to separate and uniquely identify isomeric phosphatidylcholines that differ only in their position(s) of unsaturation.